Comparing EEG Nonlinearity in Deficit and Nondeficit Schizophrenia Patients: Preliminary Data.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) contains valuable information obtained noninvasively that can be used for assessment of brain's processing capacity of patients with psychiatric disorders. The purpose of the present work was to evaluate possible differences in EEG complexity between deficit (DS) and nondeficit (NDS) subtypes of schizophrenia as a reflection of the cognitive processing capacities in these groups. A particular nonlinear metric known as Lempel-Ziv complexity (LZC) was used as a computational tool in order to determine the randomness in EEG alpha band time series from 3 groups (deficit schizophrenia [n = 9], nondeficit schizophrenia [n = 10], and healthy controls [n = 10]) according to time series randomness. There was a significant difference in frontal EEG complexity between the DS and NDS subgroups ( p = .013), with DS group showing less complexity. A significant positive correlation was found between LZC values and Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) general psychopathology scores (ie, larger frontal EEG complexity correlated with more severe psychopathology), explained partially by the emotional component subscore of the PANSS. These findings suggest that cognitive processing occurring in the frontal networks in DS is less complex compared to NDS patients as reflected by EEG complexity measures. The data also suggest that there may be a relationship between the degree of emotionality and the complexity of the frontal EEG signal.